The MINTAct archive for mutations affecting interaction holds results of over 28,000 events on the influence of a change of protein sequence on physical interaction outcome.
BODY
Molecular interaction (MI) networks have become a fundamental resource in systems biology, providing the building blocks for pathway analysis, model inference and protein complex characterization. MI databases have a key role hosting the data that enables scientific work on the study of interactomes. The IntAct database at the European Bioinformatics Institute (www.ebi.ac. uk/intact) [1] has, as its primary aim, the collation of highly detailed experimental interaction data to make it available for the scientific community. In the last few years, IntAct has also consolidated its role as a common curation platform for most members of the IMEx consortium (www.imexconsortium.org). Its high-detail curation model aims to record every aspect of the experimental setup used to obtain MI evidence. Kinetic parameters, construct details -such as specific mutations that affect the interaction outcome-, and host system are examples of the representation depth provided.
We have undertaken a re-curation effort to further standardize the representation of mutations influencing interaction outcome. IMEx partners have traditionally captured this data, but flexibility in the way sequence replacement should be captured has generated inconsistencies that needed to be addressed.
In light of that need, we have also adapted the PSI-MI standard format [2] to its 3.0 version 1 , enabling new fields that can capture the sequence changes in a consistent manner. Our effort has resulted in what to our knowledge represents the biggest dataset of its type: a high-quality, experimentally derived and manually curated list featuring mutations affecting interactions.
Our mutations dataset currently comprises over 28,000 fully annotated mutations affecting around 14,000 interaction pieces of evidence, with a broad scope of species (~300 organisms represented). About half of the data, however, is related to human proteins (see more detailed statistics on Table 1 ).
The data is currently available through our standard PSI-MI XML (2.5 and 3.0) and PSI-MITAB data downloads and we also provide a tab-delimited, text file centered on the mutations for ease of use, summarizing the information about each event and referencing the interactions affected. This file contains full details about the sequence changes in the affected protein and the effect it has in the interaction, using the PSI-MI controlled vocabularies (see http://purl.obolibrary.org/obo/ MI_0118 for more details). Additionally, each record contains information about the affected protein and its interacting partners, the source publication and figure legend where the evidence is provided, along with the interaction accession to enable search in IntAct if further details are needed.
At the moment, we are working to enrich the dataset by mapping the mutations to known variants in the genome and to phenotypic annotations linked to such variants. Initial work on this direction has shown that about 60% of the mutations described in human proteins can be fully or partially mapped to known variants.
The dataset and further documentation can be freely accessed at www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/resources/ datasets#mutationDs. We believe this free, openly available resource provides the scientific community with an invaluable tool to study the impact that specific protein variation has on the interactome as a whole. Our mutations dataset has immediate applications in the study of interaction interfaces, the impact of variation in the interactome and the characterization of previously un-annotated variants and their relation with disease, among other key questions.
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